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Executive summary
In this deliverable the evaluation of the two RobLog demonstrators is reported according to the
evaluation criteria, benchmark measures and target values defined in deliverable 1.1 for the
industrial and advanced demonstrators, respectively on page 32 and 38. At a glance all target
values have been reached for the advanced demonstrator. The industrial demonstrator suffered of
delays in the development and integration of all sub‐systems throughout the project. For this
reason the current status of integration still lacks of fine‐tuning; the tests performed in order to
write this deliverable show that the target values for the damage of goods and the robustness
have been fulfilled, while the cycle time stays at the moment of the writing above the upper
bound of the target value. A cost neutral optimization and fine‐tuning of the machine is planned
for the months of February and March 2015, before the final RobLog review; an improved cycle
time is expected already in the last periodic report, due by the end of February 2015. A cost
evaluation of the industrial system is reported in section 2.2.7 of this deliverable and shows an
interesting quantification of the optimization needed in order to make the system economic and
convenient for industry application.
UPDATE: A cost neutral optimization of the cycle time of the industrial demonstrator took place in
the two month after the official end of the project and a significant improvement of the cycle time
was possible with relatevly minor deviations to the target values. As a conclusion, the reviewers at
the final project review assessed the industrial demonstrator to have reched the Milstone MS5.
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1 Introduction
This document describes the tests and evaluations of the two demonstrators done towards the
end of the RobLog project. In chapter 2 the industrial demonstrator is evaluated following the
criteria described in Deliverable 1.1, briefly reported also in this document; particular importance
is given to the economic evaluation of the AS‐IS performance of the demonstrator, in respect to
the performance that would make the machine economically applicable in industry. In chapter 3
the evaluation of the advanced demonstrator is given. Chapter 4 wraps up and concludes the
document by giving an overall evaluation of the achievements. All tests here reported for the
evaluation have been conducted with the demonstrators running in autonomous modality.

2 Industrial Demonstrator
In this chapter, the evaluation of the industrial demonstrator is described. The evaluation criteria
and benchmarks have been extracted from Deliverable 1.1, Table 7 (page 38).
Due to delays accumulated over the whole project in the development, integration and fine‐tuning
of all sub‐systems of the industrial demonstrator, at the moment of the writing of this deliverable
the machine has not yet been integrated at the end user, Vollers GmbH. The consortium has taken
the unanimous decision to push the integration at Vollers in February 2015, when the machine will
be better tested and fine‐tuned. The evaluation reported in this deliverable is therefore far from
being the final RobLog status: up to the review (through February and March 2015) the machine
will be fine‐tuned, integrated at Vollers and again evaluated. The optimization, fine‐tuning, final
test and evaluation, as well as the integration at Vollers, will be accomplished with resources
external to RobLog, hence cost‐neutral for the project. Updated evaluation values will be reported
in the last periodic report and at the review. The values here reported for the industrial
demonstrator have only been put together in order to respect the deadline of this deliverable and
can be referred to as a primary test of a recently integrated machine. The test scenario has been
set up in BIBA, under the guidance of the partner Vollers, which provided guidelines in the
creation of the most common industrial unloading scenario; for this reason the condition of the
test are industrial‐like. The only factor that really differs is the environmental temperature: the
temperature in the unloading area of Vollers is practically the same as outside, which is also one of
the reasons why the consortium has unanimously decided to realize the fine tuning of the machine
in the BIBA hall, rather than at Vollers.

2.1 Objectives set for milestone 5
The main evaluation criterion for MS5 is the complete unloading of a full real container filled with
coffee sacks with a weight up to 70Kg. The required cycle time was set in Deliverable 1.1 to a
range of 15‐55 seconds, the robustness to 80‐90% and the damage of goods to 8‐3%. In
deliverable 1.1 precision and costs had also been chosen as a benchmark measurement, even
though no target values were set. Recognition of sacks has also been evaluated as an additional
benchmark measure.

2.2 Test and evaluation results
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Hereafter first the test scenario is shown; then the three benchmark values are reported and
compared to the target values. Finally the costs and economic convenience of the machine is
analysed in relation to the real industrial target performances.
2.2.1 The test scenario
For the evaluation of the performance of the industrial demonstrator the system has been tested
by unloading coffee sacks out of a container similar to a real industrial scenario (Figure 1). Two
tests have been performed by the time of writing of this deliverable, where the unloading of 15
sacks each has been performed.

Figure 1: industrial demonstrator unloading test scenario with sisal sacks on the top (lighter color) and jute sacks on
the bottom (darker color)

It has been experienced that the cycle time strongly depends on the material of the sack to be
unloaded (jute o sisal), namely:




Jute sacks are made of milder fibers with a more dense texture which makes it more
probable to pierce a fiber rather than a hole in the texture. Also, taken a single fiber of
jute, it is more likely to have faults. Because of milder fibers, jute sacks tend to have very
different shape in relation to their position on the pile: jute sacks on the bottom will have
a totally flat shape, while jute sacks on the top will have a totally bean‐shaped geometry;
Sisal sacks have a more rough texture with more robust fibers, which makes it more
probable to pierce a hole rather than a fiber. The fiber is less subjected to be cut by the
needle even when accidentally pierced. Finally, due to the higher roughness and stiffness
of the material, the coffee sacks made of sisal tend to keep a much more uniform bean‐
shaped geometry.
2

During the unloading process the wagon of the Empticon II machine (axel 1) moves back and forth
in order to bring the gripper to the pre‐grasp pose; during the first test it has been noted that this
back and forth of the wagon, due to some slip occurring to the right wheels, results in a movement
of the whole machine to the right and a slight rotation, creating a misalignment of the wagon in
respect to the container. For this reason after some unloading cycles the left side of the container
is partly out of the workspace of the robot. Still recognizing the sacks on the left side and
attempting the grasp, the robot is only able to get in contact with a corner of the sack, rather than
its central part. When then the sack is loaded onto the gripper and it is transferred over joint 4,
the connection chain is not able, since the sack is not properly centered, to grasp enough fibers: as
a result the fibers which are grasped are tore apart and the sack is not transferred from the
gripper to the conveyor belt. For this reason, after two unsuccessful grasping on the left side and
two damaged sacks, the test has been interrupted: in total the unloading of 15 sacks has been
attempted with 13 successes and 2 failures both on the left side for the reasons previously
explained.
In the second performed test the error has been prevented by using guides on the floor for the
robot to follow, so that the slip of the wagon has not led to sideways movements and/or rotation.
These guides, temporarily installed for the second test, will be used also for the set up at Vollers.
2.2.2 Time
In the first test the average cycle time calculated on the 13 successful grasping cycles has been of
134 seconds, 2 minutes and 14 seconds. Its brake‐down, shown in Figure 2, is divided as follows:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

time taken to recognize top sacks in the scene (Recognition): average time 15 seconds;
time taken to select sack for unloading, generate grasping configurations, and select and
plan grasping trajectories (Planning): average time 18 seconds;
time taken to approach the grasping pose from the sensing pose (Approach): average time
13 seconds;
time taken to execute the grasping sequence and retract the gripper (Grasp Sack): average
time 52 seconds;
time taken to move the robot from the grasping pose to the transfer pose (Move to
Transfer): average time 8 seconds
time taken to transfer the sack from the gripper to the conveyor (Transfer to Conveyor):
average time 17 seconds;
time taken to move the robot to the sensing pose from the transfer pose (Move To
Sensing Pose): average time 11 seconds.
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Figure 2: industrial demonstrator cycle time brake‐down based on the 13 successful grasping cycles

As explained in section 2.2.1 the cycle time is higher, in the specific test case, for the left sacks,
due to the slip of the wagon resulting in a translation and rotation of the robot. As shown in Figure
3 the left sack is the most problematic for the planning phase (due to the partial exclusion of the
sack from the robot workspace) and for the transfer of the sack from the gripper to the conveyor:
here the single transport chain cannot grasp enough of the sack for transferring it to the conveyor,
because the sack is rotated due to the grasping from the corner instead of from the center (the
center is out of the workspace).

Figure 3: industrial demonstrator cycle time brake‐down through the unloading process phases and also through the
position of the sack: left, middle and right
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In the second performed test, where all 15 sacks have been unloaded, the average cycle time has
been of 122 seconds, 2 minutes and 2 seconds. This reduction is due to the symmetry allowed by
the guides installed on the floor. This apparently little improvement of the cycle time enable
saving 1 hour in the unloading of a container with 300 sacks.
As a general comment based on this preliminary evaluation, the cycle time requested for
milestone 5 in deliverable 1.1 (at least 55 seconds) is not fulfilled. However, thanks to the cost
neutral work planned for February and March 2015, the consortium has reasons to believe that
the cycle time can be severely improved towards the target value by the review. An updated value
will be given already in the periodic report coming in the end of February 2015.
UPDATE: A cost neutral optimization of the cycle time of the industrial demonstrator took place in
the two month after the official end of the project and a significant improvement of the cycle time
was possible. Concerning the object recognition a further optimization by the parallelization of
processed took place. Concerning the grasping, the friction over the gripper has been reduced by
the exchange of protection plates. Also the grasping process itself has been improved by the
shortening of movement as well as the increase of axis‐ and chain‐velocities. As a result of this
improvements, the average cycle time could be shortened to 75 sec.
2.2.3 Robustness
In the first performed test 13 sacks were unloaded without problems out of 15; hence the
calculated robustness is of 87%. In the second test all 15 sacks were unloaded, but in 16 attempts,
since one sack took two try to be unloaded (but without being damaged as explained in the
following section); hence the robustness of this second test is of about 94%. Cumulatively,
considering the two performed test, the overall robustness on the tested sample is of about 90%
(28 successes out of 31 attempts). This value is the upper bound of the target range (80%‐90%).
2.2.4 Damage of goods
During tests, the unloading process has been observed and every single sack has been evaluated
after unloading concerning damages.
As previously explained sisal coffee sack are less subjected to damages in respect to jute sacks. For
the sake of transparency, it is reminded that the 30 sacks, on which the values here reported are
based, were made of sisal. In previous tests has been noted that also jute sacks present no
damages after the unloading if the grasping position is perfect, but problem arise, as explained in
section 2.2.1, when the grasping position is not perfect.
In the first test 2 sisal coffee sack out of 15 were damaged while unloading, which makes the
damage rate to 13%. In the second test no unloaded sack was damaged, with a rate of 0%. A
cumulative value on the two tests brings the rate of damaged sacks to less than 7% (2 damaged
sacks out of 30), which is well within the target value of 8%.
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It is here important to highlight that thanks to the fine tuning in the positioning of the robot
performed in between the first and the second test, the failed grasping in the second test (where
there have been 15 successes on 6 attempts) did not lead to a damage of the target sack. The
system realized before damaging the sack that the grasping would have not been successful and
performed a new attempt (with a different gripper position) rather than insisting with the wrong
positioning.
2.2.5 Precision
The measurement of the precision is done by defining desired positions in the container and then
driving the robot to such positions. The distance and the direction of the deviation of the desired
position and the real position are then measured. As an average the following values were
measured (where X is towards the depth of the container, Y is in the direction of the width and Z is
in the direction of the height):




Error X‐direction: 12 mm
Error Y‐direction: 35 mm
Error Z‐direction: ‐18 mm

The error using maximum norm is 35 mm. The error using Euclidean norm is 41 mm.
2.2.6 Recognition of sacks
The recognition of sacks has also been analyzed during tests.

Figure 4: beginning of the unloading, first sensing phase
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Figure 5: industrial demonstrator recognition viewer, initial unloading scene

Figure 6: superquadrics fittings sacks after some unloading cycles

The recognition of sacks can be divided in two indicators, which were both measured:


Recognition of the top sacks: 96% of all top sacks are recognized. Hence if the operator
wants to unload a specific target top sack, there is a 96% chance that that specific sack will
be recognized;
7



Recognition of unloadable sacks: given an unloading cycle always at least one unloadable
sack has been detected in the conducted tests; hence this indicator takes a value close
100% (it Is here reminded that the cumulative sample on which this indicator is calculated
is of 30 unloaded sacks) and it is the reference indicator when the task is simply to unload
“a” sack and no specific top sack is targeted (for instance in autonomous modality).

2.2.7 Costs
Measuring the cost efficiency is important in order to judge the overall result of the industrial
demonstrator and, more importantly, in order to assess how far the result is from the applicability
as a market ready product. In this section the Empticon II is evaluated from an economic
standpoint in order to assess the current performances against those needed in order to
commercialize the autonomous solution. First the unloading process at Vollers GmbH is explained,
defining the scope of the automation. Than the model for the differential economic calculation is
briefly introduced; after the AS‐IS (end of RobLog) business case is reported. Finally TO‐BE
scenarios are reported where, considering some requirements for the acceptability of the
return/risk ratio in automation of logistic processes, the target performance that makes the
machine convenient is identified.
2.2.7.1 Unloading process at Vollers GmbH
The unloading operation at Vollers GmbH is accomplished by means of three (3) operators: two
unloaders that also palletize in the unloading container (the two operators work in couple and a
man alone would not have half of the productivity, due to the high weight of the sacks) and one
forklift driver that feeds empty pallets to the container and bring the full ones towards the
warehouse. In the warehouse (upper floor of the building) a second forklift driver moves the full
pallets in the right storing position; this last process is however out of the scope of automation.
The functionalities needed by the processes within the scope of the automation are therefore: (1)
unloading, (2) palletizing, (3) moving full pallets to the warehouse and (4) feeding empty pallets to
the palletizing. The Empticon II, industrial demonstrator of the RobLog project, makes
autonomous only the first process, unloading. However compared to the manual unloading
process, the Empticon II cannot replace the couple of operators that unload the container, since
the two also fulfill the second functionality: palletizing. In order to make a fair and square
comparison between costs of manual and autonomous processes it is considered in this analysis
not only the RobLog‐developed Empticon II machine, but also a state‐of‐the‐art system, positioned
downhill to the Empticon II, that embeds functionalities (2) to (4). The overall system (Empticon II
plus palletizer, conveying technology and integration) is supposed having a cost of 300.000€ and
still needs an operator for supervision, which intervenes in the scene in case of unsuccessful
unloading and performs side activities (e.g. feeds empty pallets to the palletizer). These costs
(300.000€ investment for the machine, plus the machine’s operative costs and the cost of the
supervisor) are then compared to the operative costs of three operators needed for the manual
unloading, namely the two unloaders and the first forklift driver.
2.2.7.2 Model of differential calculation
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The model for the calculation of the business case is based on a method made of four principal
steps: (1) modelling of parameters, (2) calculation of the full performances of autonomous
unloading process, (3) calculation of equivalent men number and (4) differential evaluation.
1. Modelling of parameters
In this step both the operative environment (logistic facility) and the autonomous system are
parameterized in order to quantify each characteristic. For the modelling of the robot, all robot‐
driven parameters are considered (e.g. Unloading rate per hour, Cost of the autonomous System,
Cost of Service, Support and Maintenance, etc.); for the calculation of operative times and
economic cost all facility‐driven parameters are considered (e.g. Opening working time per year,
Cost of Operator per hour, Cost of electric power, etc.). The model takes in input also some
financial parameters, such as (1) the taxation of the country where the investment is made, (2) the
inflation rate and the (3) Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC): these parameters have
already a rather small influence on the investment decision, and have only an impact on the
bending of the Net Present Value curve.
2. Calculation of the full performances of autonomous unloading process
In this step all operative time parameters (e.g. working time per year, number of shifts etc…) and
all technical robot‐driven parameters (such as the unloading rate) are put together in a bottom up
approach in order to calculate the number of unloadable sacks in a year through the autonomous
system. Obviously this number is linked to a scenario (also parameterized) taking into account a
specific dimension of sacks, type of container etc.. Interviewing Vollers GmbH, it is evident that
mostly 20 feet container are unloaded with 275 – 320 sacks. An average number (300 sacks per 20
feet container) has been used, as well as an average number of unloaded containers per day (4,75)
3. Calculation of equivalent men number
In this step the manning or “equivalent men number” is calculated, namely how many men would
be needed to manually unload the same number of sacks as in step (2) in a year. In this calculation
all operative times are included, such as the holiday time or strikes (if any) and other pauses or
limitation imposed by law (if any). In this step it is also considered that the robot replaces two
workers, namely the two unloaders that also palletize the sacks into the unloading container, and
the fact that the robot also needs a supervisor.
4. Differential evaluation
In this step all comprehensive costs of the autonomous solution in step (2) and all those for the
manual unloading in step (3) are considered in a differential analysis. The indicator that quantifies
the difference between autonomous and manual unloading is the differential cash flow for each
year, which results negative in period 0, when the investment in the autonomous system is done,
but positive all following years (which is trivial, or the automation would never be convenient).
The differential cash flow is then actualized following the Net Present Value (NPV) method and
9

represented on a graphic, as in Figure 7. The Net Present Value (NPV), in euro, measures the value
of the investment in time. E.g. if NPV after 5 years is equal to + 1M€, it means that the investment
has generated in 5 years 1 Million revenue (in the case in analysis, 1 Million € savings). Where the
NPV lines crosses the X‐axel of the graphic, the Discounted Pay Back Period (DPBP) can be read:
measured in years, this parameter represents the time the investment takes to pay for itself,
considering also environmental financial parameters such as the cost of capital and inflation rate
and taxation.

Figure 7: Net Present Value (NPV) and Discounted Pay Back Period (DPBP) representation

These two parameters need to be analyzed together as explained by the following example:
investment A and B are mutually exclusive, A pays back in 2 years and has an NPV after 5 years of
100k€, investment B pays back in 1 year but its NPV in 5 years is only 30k€. Based on the Pay Back
Period one would chose B, losing all gains coming from the difference of choosing A from period 2
to period 5. Using the NPV one would choose A, but maybe A is so highly remunerative because of
its risk (which is expressed by the additional year of the Pay Back Period). Taken each one on its
own the two indicators lack of some piece, but analyzed together, they give a powerful overview
and decisional help for the analysis of the investment. For this reason in the AS‐Is and TO‐BE
scenario analysis, these two indicators will be both reported as a form of evaluation.
2.2.7.3 The AS‐IS Empticon II business case
Here the business case of the Empticon II is analyzed, using as parameters the performances
calculated at the end of RobLog (e.g. the cycle time for the unloading of one sack).
Parameters
For all these calculations the robot is considered 99% reliable; hence the grasping will not be
successful in the 1% of cases. This value has been taken from RobLog Deliverable 1.1, as the upper
boundary of the robustness parameter.
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SCENARIO 1 (litte sack)

PARAMETERS

COSTS

INPUT

FINANCIAL

TIMES

PERFORMANCE

Cost of Supervisor per hour [€/h]
Cost of Operator per hour [€/h]
Cost of electric power [€/kWh]
Cost of Service, Support and Maintenance [€/year]
Cost of the autonomous System [€]
i % (WACC) [%]
Taxes on profits [%]
Inflation rate [%]

37,45
37,45
0,131
7500
300000
6%
20%
3%

# of extra working days per week [days/week]
National Holiday per year [days]
Working hours per shift [h/shift]
Average hours of pause per shift [h/shift]
# of working Daytime shift [shift/day]
# of working Twilight shift [shift/day]
# of working Midnight shifts [shift/day]
# of working Sunrise shifts [shift/day]
Average set up time per container [h/container]

0
9
8,5
0
1
0
0
0
0,1

Max. Manual unloading rate per hour [# of cycles/h]
Max. Machine unloading rate per hour [# of cycles/h]

30

# of systems
OTHERS

AUTOMATED CURRENT
(autonomous (manual
unloading) unloading)

# of sacks per cycle [sack/cycle]
Average electric power consumed by the system while working [kW]
# of operators needed accomplishing the manual unloading

0
9
8,5
1
1
0
0
0
0,1
230

1
1
7,31
2

1

SCENARIO 1 (litte sack)

OUTPUT

RESULT DASHBOARD
COSTS

Cost per sack [€/sack]
Average cost of unloading one container [€]

TIMES

Gross Unloading Time per Container [h/container] (GUTC)
Average supervisor service time at aut.unl. dock per cont. [h/cont.]

FINANCIAL

Net Present Value after 3 years [€]
Net Present Value after 6 years [€]
Net Present Value after 10 years [€]
Actualized Payback Period [years]

PERFORMANCE

# of container unloaded per day [container/day]
# of sacks handled per year [sack/year] (autonomous)
# of container unloaded per shift [container/shift]

OTHERS

Average # of sacks in one container [sack/container]
Average container weight [kg]

AUTOMATED CURRENT
(autonomous (manual
1,4487
1,7210
434,62
516,31
10,057
0,15

1,437

‐237.931
‐180.984
‐112.298
20
0,845
64.295
0,845197184
300
18000

300
18000

Figure 8: parameters and values for the AS‐IS analysis
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Results of the AS‐IS business case calculation
The current performance of the robot is assessed at about 30 sacks per hour, rounded up from a
cycle time of exactly 122 seconds per sack. Since the Empticon II is at the end of RobLog a
“demonstrator” and not even a prototype this low performance can probably be accepted in order
to demonstrate the principle of the machine and all its functioning modules. Figure 9 shows
however how unacceptable this performance is from an economic standpoint: the investment of
300.000€ in the machine is paid back in about 20 years.

Figure 9: the Net Present Value of the 300.000€ investment using the AS‐IS performance parameters

What is even worse though, is that with this performance and the current operative unloading
time at Vollers GmbH (8,5 hours), it is only possible to autonomously unload an average of 0,85
containers (yellow data in Figure 8), instead of the required average of 4,75. Even by increasing
the operative time of the robot to 24h uninterrupted shifts, the capacity of one robot would be
about 2,4 containers unloaded per day (Figure 10). Also in this configuration, the operative costs
are higher with the autonomous system than with the manual unloading process (due to the
extended shift), therefore the investment is never paid back (the cash flow every year is negative,
there are no savings, but extra costs in respect to the manual unloading process).
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SCENARIO 1 (litte sack)

PARAMETERS

COSTS

INPUT

FINANCIAL

TIMES

PERFORMANCE

Cost of Supervisor per hour [€/h]
Cost of Operator per hour [€/h]
Cost of electric power [€/kWh]
Cost of Service, Support and Maintenance [€/year]
Cost of the autonomous System [€]
i % (WACC) [%]
Taxes on profits [%]
Inflation rate [%]

37,45
37,45
0,131
7500
300000
6%
20%
3%

# of extra working days per week [days/week]
National Holiday per year [days]
Working hours per shift [h/shift]
Average hours of pause per shift [h/shift]
# of working Daytime shift [shift/day]
# of working Twilight shift [shift/day]
# of working Midnight shifts [shift/day]
# of working Sunrise shifts [shift/day]
Average set up time per container [h/container]

0
9
24
0
1
0
0
0
0,1

Max. Manual unloading rate per hour [# of cycles/h]
Max. Machine unloading rate per hour [# of cycles/h]

30

# of systems
OTHERS

AUTOMATED CURRENT
(autonomous (manual
unloading) unloading)

# of sacks per cycle [sack/cycle]
Average electric power consumed by the system while working [kW]
# of operators needed accomplishing the manual unloading

0
9
8,5
1
1
0
0
0
0,1
230

1
1
7,31
2

1

SCENARIO 1 (litte sack)

OUTPUT

RESULT DASHBOARD

AUTOMATED CURRENT
(autonomous (manual
1,3734
0,8814
412,02
264,43

COSTS

Cost per sack [€/sack]
Average cost of unloading one container [€]

TIMES

Gross Unloading Time per Container [h/container] (GUTC)
Average supervisor service time at aut.unl. dock per cont. [h/cont.]

10,057
0,15

Net Present Value after 3 years [€]
Net Present Value after 6 years [€]
Net Present Value after 10 years [€]
Actualized Payback Period [years]

‐540.581
‐761.307
‐1.027.538
>20

FINANCIAL

PERFORMANCE

# of container unloaded per day [container/day]
# of sacks handled per year [sack/year] (autonomous)
# of container unloaded per shift [container/shift]

OTHERS

Average # of sacks in one container [sack/container]
Average container weight [kg]

1,437

2,386
181.540
2,386439108
300
18000

300
18000

Figure 10: business case using one machine for a 24h shift and a performance of 30 sacks per hour

With this extremely low performance, only three machines running in parallel for a shift of over 16
hours can match the required capacity (Figure 11).
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SCENARIO 1 (litte sack)

PARAMETERS

COSTS

INPUT

FINANCIAL

TIMES

PERFORMANCE

Cost of Supervisor per hour [€/h]
Cost of Operator per hour [€/h]
Cost of electric power [€/kWh]
Cost of Service, Support and Maintenance [€/year]
Cost of the autonomous System [€]
i % (WACC) [%]
Taxes on profits [%]
Inflation rate [%]

37,45
37,45
0,131
5833
233333
6%
20%
3%

# of extra working days per week [days/week]
National Holiday per year [days]
Working hours per shift [h/shift]
Average hours of pause per shift [h/shift]
# of working Daytime shift [shift/day]
# of working Twilight shift [shift/day]
# of working Midnight shifts [shift/day]
# of working Sunrise shifts [shift/day]
Average set up time per container [h/container]

0
9
16
0
1
0
0
0
0,1

Max. Manual unloading rate per hour [# of cycles/h]
Max. Machine unloading rate per hour [# of cycles/h]

30

# of systems
OTHERS

AUTOMATED CURRENT
(autonomous (manual
unloading) unloading)

# of sacks per cycle [sack/cycle]
Average electric power consumed by the system while working [kW]
# of operators needed accomplishing the manual unloading

0
9
8,5
1
1
0
0
0
0,1
230

3
1
7,31
2

1

SCENARIO 1 (litte sack)

OUTPUT

RESULT DASHBOARD
COSTS

Cost per sack [€/sack]
Average cost of unloading one container [€]

TIMES

Gross Unloading Time per Container [h/container] (GUTC)
Average supervisor service time at aut.unl. dock per cont. [h/cont.]

FINANCIAL

Net Present Value after 3 years [€]
Net Present Value after 6 years [€]
Net Present Value after 10 years [€]
Actualized Payback Period [years]

PERFORMANCE

# of container unloaded per day [container/day]
# of sacks handled per year [sack/year] (autonomous)
# of container unloaded per shift [container/shift]

OTHERS

Average # of sacks in one container [sack/container]
Average container weight [kg]

AUTOMATED CURRENT
(autonomous (manual
0,5136
0,6512
154,09
195,37
10,057
0,15

1,437

‐525.568
‐365.532
‐172.504
16
4,773
363.080
4,772878216
300
18000

300
18000

Figure 11: business case using three machines for a 16h shift and a performance of 30 sacks per hour

In this calculation the following rough hypotheses have been made:



the cost of the Empticon II machine could cover 200.000€ of the 300.000€ overall costs;
that the remaining 100.000€ is the price of the palletizer;
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that one palletizer is sufficient for the three machines (each has a max throughput of 30
sacks an hour, therefore the required performance of the palletizer is 90 sacks per hour,
namely: one sack every 40 seconds, about 2.25‐2,5 pallets per hour and one pallet every
23‐26 minutes – a pallet can have up to 7‐8 layers of 5 sacks each);
the supervisor of the robot can supervise the three systems contemporaneously.

Under these hypotheses the cost of the overall system is about 700.000€, which become in the
model 233.333€ for each of the three used system (the palletizing cost is included in the cost of
each Empticon II).
Even though the model deserved to be explained, the result with the AS‐IS numbers are still
unacceptable from an economic standpoint as shown in Figure 12, since the payback period about
16 years (Figure 11).

Figure 12: the Net Present Value of the 700.000€ investment using the AS‐IS performance parameters and three
Empticon II machines and a 16 hour shift

2.2.7.4 The TO‐BE Empticon II business case
Most of logistic companies, when deciding whether to automate a certain manual process, set the
threshold of the risk to two years payback of the investment. This criterion is mostly used when
the driver of the automation is economic, namely when the company is pursuing automation in
order to reduce costs.
In the following calculation the ideal situation is considered, namely the one in which Vollers
GmbH would not need to change its processes, specifically the operative time and would change
the full manual unloading with only one autonomous machine. The target for the performance of
the (one) robot is therefore set to 4,75 average unloaded containers per day in an operative time
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of 8,5 hours; this results in a cycle time of about 20 seconds per sack (exactly 19,78) and a
performance of about 180 unloaded sacks per hour (exactly 182) as in Figure 13.

SCENARIO 1 (litte sack)

PARAMETERS
Cost of Supervisor per hour [€/h]
Cost of Operator per hour [€/h]
Cost of electric power [€/kWh]
Cost of Service, Support and Maintenance [€/year]
Cost of the autonomous System [€]

COSTS

i % (WACC) [%]
Taxes on profits [%]
Inflation rate [%]

INPUT

FINANCIAL

TIMES

PERFORMANCE

37,45
37,45
0,131
7500
300000
6%
20%
3%

# of extra working days per week [days/week]
National Holiday per year [days]
Working hours per shift [h/shift]
Average hours of pause per shift [h/shift]
# of working Daytime shift [shift/day]
# of working Twilight shift [shift/day]
# of working Midnight shifts [shift/day]
# of working Sunrise shifts [shift/day]
Average set up time per container [h/container]

0
9
8,5
0
1
0
0
0
0,1

Max. Manual unloading rate per hour [# of cycles/h]
Max. Machine unloading rate per hour [# of cycles/h]

182

# of systems
# of sacks per cycle [sack/cycle]
Average electric power consumed by the system while working [kW]
# of operators needed accomplishing the manual unloading

OTHERS

AUTOMATED CURRENT
(autonomous (manual
unloading) unloading)

0
9
8,5
1
1
0
0
0
0,1
230

1
1
7,31
2

1

SCENARIO 1 (litte sack)

OUTPUT

RESULT DASHBOARD

AUTOMATED CURRENT
(autonomous (manual
0,2577
0,6522
77,30
195,67

COSTS

Cost per sack [€/sack]
Average cost of unloading one container [€]

TIMES

Gross Unloading Time per Container [h/container] (GUTC)
Average supervisor service time at aut.unl. dock per cont. [h/cont.]

1,789
0,15

Net Present Value after 3 years [€]
Net Present Value after 6 years [€]
Net Present Value after 10 years [€]
Actualized Payback Period [years]

116.613
498.845
959.876
3

FINANCIAL

PERFORMANCE

# of container unloaded per day [container/day]
# of sacks handled per year [sack/year] (autonomous)
# of container unloaded per shift [container/shift]

OTHERS

Average # of sacks in one container [sack/container]
Average container weight [kg]

1,437

4,752
361.497
4,752073348
300
18000

300
18000

Figure 13: parameters and values for the TO‐BE analysis
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Results of the TO‐BE business case calculation
Should the autonomous process be sped‐up to 20 seconds cycle time, the payback of the
investment of 300.000€ would be slightly more than two years (Figure 14).

Figure 14: the Net Present Value of the 300.000€ investment using the TO‐BE performance parameters

2.2.7.5 Possible short term goal
An improvement of 102 seconds (from 122 to 20 seconds) can probably be undertaken in years of
development; in the short term a more feasible middle way could set the best target performance
to pursue.
The compromise could be reached by reducing the required performances and increasing the
operative unloading time of the robot until the desired capacity threshold of 4,75 average
unloaded containers per day is reached.
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SCENARIO 1 (litte sack)

PARAMETERS

COSTS

INPUT

FINANCIAL

TIMES

PERFORMANCE

Cost of Supervisor per hour [€/h]
Cost of Operator per hour [€/h]
Cost of electric power [€/kWh]
Cost of Service, Support and Maintenance [€/year]
Cost of the autonomous System [€]

AUTOMATED CURRENT
(autonomous (manual
unloading) unloading)
37,45
37,45
0,131
7500
300000

i % (WACC) [%]
Taxes on profits [%]
Inflation rate [%]

6%
20%
3%

# of extra working days per week [days/week]
National Holiday per year [days]
Working hours per shift [h/shift]
Average hours of pause per shift [h/shift]
# of working Daytime shift [shift/day]
# of working Twilight shift [shift/day]
# of working Midnight shifts [shift/day]
# of working Sunrise shifts [shift/day]
Average set up time per container [h/container]

0
9
13
0,5
1
0
0
0
0,1

Max. Manual unloading rate per hour [# of cycles/h]
Max. Machine unloading rate per hour [# of cycles/h]

120

230

# of systems
OTHERS

0
9
8,5
1
1
0
0
0
0,1

1
1
7,31
2

# of sacks per cycle [sack/cycle]
Average electric power consumed by the system while working [kW]
# of operators needed accomplishing the manual unloading

1

SCENARIO 1 (litte sack)

OUTPUT

RESULT DASHBOARD

AUTOMATED CURRENT
(autonomous (manual
0,3830
0,6524
114,89
195,71

COSTS

Cost per sack [€/sack]
Average cost of unloading one container [€]

TIMES

Gross Unloading Time per Container [h/container] (GUTC)
Average supervisor service time at aut.unl. dock per cont. [h/cont.]

2,632
0,15

Net Present Value after 3 years [€]
Net Present Value after 6 years [€]
Net Present Value after 10 years [€]
Actualized Payback Period [years]

‐11.744
252.724
571.713
4

FINANCIAL

PERFORMANCE

# of container unloaded per day [container/day]
# of sacks handled per year [sack/year] (autonomous)
# of container unloaded per shift [container/shift]

OTHERS

Average # of sacks in one container [sack/container]
Average container weight [kg]

1,437

4,750
361.306
4,749556281
300
18000

300
18000

Figure 15: parameters and values for the best short term compromise with one system
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Figure 16: the Net Present Value of the 300.000€ investment using the best short term compromise parameters and
one system

Lowering the required performances to 120 sacks per hour (30 seconds per sack) and increasing
the operative time to 13 hours a day (but adding an 0,5 hours of pause also in the autonomous
system, e.g. for routine maintenance – see parameters in Figure 15). However the longer
operative time increases the direct cost of supervision, which reflects in the extension of the
Discounted Payback Period to slightly over three (3) years (Figure 16).
Increasing the operative time to two full turns could enable even a higher target cycle time for the
system, making its applicability feasible in a shorter time to market (less development time), but
this will again reflect on a longer payback period.
As an alternative two systems could be used in parallel (Figure 17); this would allow the fulfillment
of the required capacity (average of 4,75 containers per day) in a 8,5 hour shift with a robot
performance of 87 sacks per hour, namely a cycle time of about 41,3 seconds, which is a bit closer
to the actual 122 seconds.
This is true under the assumption that:






the cost of the Empticon II machine could cover 200.000€ of the 300.000€ overall costs;
that the remaining 100.000€ is the price of the palletizer;
that one palletizer is sufficient for the two machines (each has a max throughput of 87
sacks an hour, therefore the required performance of the palletizer is 174 sacks per hour,
namely: one sack every 20,3 seconds, about four to five pallets per hour and one pallet
every 15‐12 minutes – a pallet can have up to 7‐8 layers of 5 sacks each);
the robot supervisor can supervise the two systems contemporaneously.
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SCENARIO 1 (litte sack)

PARAMETERS

COSTS

INPUT

FINANCIAL

TIMES

PERFORMANCE

Cost of Supervisor per hour [€/h]
Cost of Operator per hour [€/h]
Cost of electric power [€/kWh]
Cost of Service, Support and Maintenance [€/year]
Cost of the autonomous System [€]

AUTOMATED CURRENT
(autonomous (manual
unloading) unloading)
37,45
37,45
0,131
6250
250000

i % (WACC) [%]
Taxes on profits [%]
Inflation rate [%]

6%
20%
3%

# of extra working days per week [days/week]
National Holiday per year [days]
Working hours per shift [h/shift]
Average hours of pause per shift [h/shift]
# of working Daytime shift [shift/day]
# of working Twilight shift [shift/day]
# of working Midnight shifts [shift/day]
# of working Sunrise shifts [shift/day]
Average set up time per container [h/container]

0
9
8,5
0
1
0
0
0
0,1

Max. Manual unloading rate per hour [# of cycles/h]
Max. Machine unloading rate per hour [# of cycles/h]

87

230

# of systems
OTHERS

0
9
8,5
1
1
0
0
0
0,1

2
1
7,31
2

# of sacks per cycle [sack/cycle]
Average electric power consumed by the system while working [kW]
# of operators needed accomplishing the manual unloading

1

SCENARIO 1 (litte sack)

OUTPUT

RESULT DASHBOARD

AUTOMATED CURRENT
(autonomous (manual
0,2767
0,6518
83,01
195,54

COSTS

Cost per sack [€/sack]
Average cost of unloading one container [€]

TIMES

Gross Unloading Time per Container [h/container] (GUTC)
Average supervisor service time at aut.unl. dock per cont. [h/cont.]

3,571
0,15

Net Present Value after 3 years [€]
Net Present Value after 6 years [€]
Net Present Value after 10 years [€]
Actualized Payback Period [years]

‐92.384
281.593
732.667
4

FINANCIAL

PERFORMANCE

# of container unloaded per day [container/day]
# of sacks handled per year [sack/year] (autonomous)
# of container unloaded per shift [container/shift]

OTHERS

Average # of sacks in one container [sack/container]
Average container weight [kg]

1,437

4,761
362.182
4,761080706
300
18000

300
18000

Figure 17: parameters and values for the best short term compromise with two systems
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Figure 18: the Net Present Value of the 500.000€ investment using the best short term compromise parameters and
two systems

Under these assumptions the cost of the overall system is about 500.000€, which becomes in the
model 250.000€ for each of the three used system (the palletizing cost is included in the cost of
each Empticon II). The payback period (Figure 18) is far beyond the usual accepted threshold of
two years, but this compromise could be very favorable in countries where the pressure of the
unions for this extremely anti‐ergonomic labor is high. This solution is probably easier to reach in
time, since the improvement of about 81 seconds in the cycle time (from 122 seconds to 41) could
be achieved passing from a demonstrator to a prototype system and making some necessary
optimization (e.g. improving the stiffness of the machine, so that the engine can work with full
accelerations).
2.2.7.6 Scenario summary
Hereafter a table is reported summarizing the scenarios descripted in this section. This table
clearly highlights the gap to be bridge within the next project, which could be oriented to the
technology transfer.
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SCENARIO

Description

AS‐IS

TO‐
BE

Empticon II at the end of
RobLog
Empticon II at the end of
RobLog, 3 systems
Empticon II Best Case
Empticon II short term
goal
Empticon II short term
goal, 2 systems

PERFORMANCE

CAPACITY

Cycle time
unloading
one sack
[s/sack]

INVESTMENT

Unloading
capacity
[container/day]

Operational
Time
autonomou
s System
[h/day]

Immediat
e Cost [€]

Discount
ed
Payback
Period
[year]

Net
Present
Value
(NPV)
after 10
years [€]

Number of
System
Installed

Unloading
rate
[sack/hour]

1

≃30

122

0,84

8,5

300.000

20

‐112.298

3

≃30 (each)

122

4,77

16

700.000

16

‐172.504

1

182

19,78

4,752

8,5

300.000

≃2

959.876

1

120

30

4,75

12,5

300.000

≃3

571.713

2

87 (each)

41

4,761

8,5

250.000

≃ 3,5

732.667

Figure 19: summary table for the described business case scenarios
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3 Advanced Demonstrator
In this chapter, the evaluation of the advanced demonstrator is described. The evaluation criteria and
benchmarks have been taken from Deliverable 1.1, Table 7 (page 38).

3.1 Objectives set for milestone 5
The main evaluation criterion for MS5 is the complete unloading of container filled with known objects.
The defined number of Objects in the scene is in the range of 20‐30. A cycle time of 6 minutes should be
reached with robustness for the overall unloading process of 80‐95% and a robustness of unknown
objects recognition of 70‐85%.

3.2 Test and evaluation results
Hereafter the results of the tests are reported together with the reached values of the benchmark
measurements.
3.2.1 Cycle time
As shown in Figure 20, for the 24 objects, the cycle time is about 4 minutes; hence, the target of 6
minutes foreseen for milestone 5 is fulfilled.

Figure 20: average cycle‐time variation with number of objects.

The breakup of the cycle‐time in terms of the constituent sub‐systems is also shown in Figure 21. The
bottom bar of Figure 21 is the longest and hence shows that a considerable amount of time is spent in
moving between various pre‐defined poses and in doing the workspace scan from three poses to
initialize the Octomap. For all runs, the robot speed was kept at 13% of the maximum for safety and
security reasons and to avoid undesirable vibration. It should be noted that the robot motion while doing
the work‐space scan should be slow enough to not have blurring effects and to make a precise enough
obstacle map of the environment for later motion‐planning.
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Figure 21: breakup of the cycle‐time per sub‐system. These bars should be read from bottom to top because this is the order
in which the tasks are executed. In general, as the number of objects increase, the % contribution of recognition decreases
but the % contribution of planning increases

3.2.2 Robustness of unknown object recognition
Unknown objects are objects whose models were not learned and hence do not exist in the object
database (Figure 22). Known objects are usually recognized with a texture‐based recognition module.
We define two kinds of unknown objects:




If the shape‐based recognition‐module finds a cluster of point‐cloud patches which are together
of a known‐shape (e.g. Box or Barrel), an approximate shape‐specific super‐quadric fitting
(Figure 25) is carried out and grasping‐poses for it are computed on‐the‐fly. Hence a grasping can
be attempted; however, before such an unknown object is grasped, the user is asked for
confirmation, as shown in Figure 23.
If the shape‐based recognition‐module cannot classify a cluster of point‐cloud patches, they are
marked as non‐graspable unknown objects by graying them out (Figure 24).
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Figure 22: Unknown Objects are marked with a red cross.

Figure 23: User confirmation for unloading unknown objects
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Figure 24: Gray patches corresponding to non‐graspable unknown objects

Figure 25: Known objects are overlaid with their meshes from the DB. Graspable unknown objects are shown with the fitted
super‐quadric

The robustness of recognition of unknown objects, of both categories as previously explained, is close to
100%.
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3.2.3 Robustness of overall unloading
An unloading robustness of 85% was achieved in test runs – this means that up to 85% of objects in the
container could be unloaded. As the robustness heavily depends on object class, some further
information and statistics is given in Figure 26. This value (85%) refers to a specific test made with 20
objects in the scene, where 15 where known objects and 5 were unknown objects (please see section
3.2.2 to clarify the definition of the two categories): of these 17 where successfully unloaded (hence the
85% value), but it is worth highlighting that 13 were known and 4 unknown. From this test the
robustness of the unloading of known object can be assessed to 86% (13 out of 15) and the robustness of
unloading of unknown objects can be assessed to 80% (4 out of 5). In deliverable 1.1 it was demanded as
an evaluation criteria that unknown object should be recognized (see section 3.2.2 for the fulfillment of
this criteria), but not unloaded. Instead also the unloading of same categories (e.g. unknown boxes) of
unknown objects is possible with an good robustness.

Figure 26: robustness of grasping and hence unloading per object‐class. In some object‐classes like “Boxes” an object can be
known or unknown (found using shape‐based recognizer). In the lower figure, a combined statistics is shown.

3.2.4 Grasping Robustness
Even though no targets are directly specified in deliverable 1.1, but a target value of 80‐90% was
assumed by the project partners. This robustness has been evaluated per object‐class in Figure 26 . The
class “Others” contains miscellaneous objects such as detergent and green‐tea bottles. Clearly, the
classes “Others”, “Teddy”, and “Sack” are within target. The class “Boxes” is still good, about 70%, and
the class “Barrel” is poor, about 44%. The latter is due to the hard, slippery curved surface of the barrel
objects. Soft and compliant objects such as teddies and sacks are most reliably grasped.
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4 Summary and conclusion
As milestone 5 and 6 sign the end of the RobLog project, the target values of the benchmark
measurements for this milestone, set in Deliverable 1.1, are the most challenging. In particular the
increase of the sack weight, from 5 to 70 kilograms, in the industrial scenario test case caused several
technical challenges.
In the previous chapters, the results of the evaluation of the two demonstrators in the RobLog project
have been described. The evaluation has been done in the conditions described in deliverable 1.1 for
Milestone 5 (unless explicitly stated in the document). For the evaluation, the demonstrators were
running in fully autonomous mode and the described benchmark criteria have been measured.
Concerning the advanced demonstrator, all target values have been matched or over‐fulfilled: for
instance it is partly possible to unload unknown objects, which is more than what was set as a target in
Deliverable 1.1, where the requirement was only the identification of unknown objects and the
automatic request for assistance.
Concerning the industrial demonstrator, the robustness benchmark measurement is fulfilled as well as
the damage of goods. Concerning the cycle time, the time break‐down shows that most of the time is
used for the mechanical operations, namely the grasping of the sacks and their transportation over the
conveyor belt. These operations can be improved, along with the other phases of the unloading cycle, for
an overall improvement of the cycle time by the last RobLog review. Intermediate results for the
improvement of the cycle time of the industrial demonstrator will be reported in the periodic report.
UPDATE: Due to further improvements in the object recognition and the grasping process, the cycle time
could be significantly improved with now relatively minor deviations to the target values. It is worth
highlighting that these activities conducted after the end of RobLog (February and March 2015) were
cost neutral for the project and were financed by RobLog‐external resources gathered by the project
partners.
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